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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.DEAD HOLLYWOOD PR GIRLS
TELL NO TALES. What if your fabulous new public relations job was just a set up to buy your silence
and ensure your untimely death--all in the name of keeping sordid Hollywood secrets-- secret?
Upstart publicist Bunny Gomez s life was a sudden whirlwind of unbelievable luck- a new job with
an iconic Hollywood firm, and instant access to A-list movie star clients and premieres. But Bunny s
life is quickly turned upside down, as she unravels a dark side of some Hollywood elite: sex, drugs,
and movie star progeny-- that make for crazy living and career killing secrets. Now Bunny must
decide what to believe, and who to enlist to help her uncover the reality behind the tinsel town pr
machine. Only a few things are certain in Bunny s new world--conversations kill and perfect
Hollywood endings require sex, lies and disposable PR girls. When Hollywood secrets mean killer
PR-literally!.
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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